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AIRCRAFT GAS-TURBINE
CONDITIONS
the combustion-
efficiency data previously obtained in experimental investigations
with 14 aircraft gas-turbine conibustors. The precision of the cor-
,
relations is not good for some of the com@mtors. The correlations
are of value, however, in predicting the efficiency at different
operating conditions and in comparing the performance of different
combustors from data obtained in unrelated tests.
A theoretical analysis based on the kinetics of a bimolecular
chemical reaotion is also presented which, with additional assump-
tions regarding the mechanism of the combustion process, yields the
correlation parameter previously obtained by empirical means. The
theoretical analysis yields equations that predict the shape of the
curves obtained by plotting the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Investigations of the performance of various
busters at the NACA Lewis laboratory have yielded
gas-turbine com-
a large amount of
combustor performance data, but no method has been presented for
correlating these data in terms of fundamental parameters. Refer-
ence 1 showed that combustion efficiency and maximum obtainable
temperature rise were decreased by a decrease in combustor-inlet
pressure or temperature andby an increase in combustor-inlet
velocity. No parameter was expressed, howeve,r,for combining these
effects to make possible a prediction of combustor performance for
any given operating conditions.
A parameter was derived by empirical methods which served to
correlate these data, and the correlations are presented herein.
A theoretical analysis of the coribustionprocess was also made to
. illustrate-that the empirically-derivedparameter could also be
.
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derived from a theoretical approach. This work was carried out
simultaneouslywith the experimental phases of the research. The
theoretical analysis and methods of correlating combustor perform-
.
ante data that are presented in this report were arrived at as
early as 1944. Attempts to refine the analysis and the use of
entirely different theoretical analyses have failed to yield a
better means of correlating the e~erimental data. The method of
correlating combustor performance data that is presented herein
is therefore as good as could readilybe achieved with presently
available experimental data and with the present knowledge of the :
combustion process. l-l
ANALYSIS
Empirical. - The data of reference 1 show that the combustion
efficiency is affected by combustor-inletpressure, temperature}
and velocity in a manner that later investigationsproved to be
characteristicof all gas-turbine combustors. In reference 1 com-
bustion efficiencies are recorded when each of these three variables
is independentlyaltered. With these data, the log of the combustion
efficiency is plotted against the log of each of the three variables.
The slopes of the resulting lines show the ma~er of variation of
the efficiency with each of these variables. The significant para-
meter that resulted from this empirical analysis is PiTi/Vr. In
this parameter, Pi is the combustor-inlet static pressure in pounds
per square foot absolute; Ti, the combustor-inlet static tempera-
ture in OR; and Vr, the combustor reference,velocityin feet per
second computed from the total air mass flow rate, pi) Ti~ a~
the maximum cross-sectionalarea of the combustor flow passage. Com-
bustion efficiency qb is correlated as a function of PiTi/Vr.
Theoretical. - A further analysis was made to illustrate that
the data correlations couldbe predicted from theoretical consider-
ations.
A theoretical treatment of gas-turbine combustion is difficult
because of the many different processes that occur in the ccmibustors.
The fuel must be vaporized, mixed with air, ignited, and oxidized to
the final products of combustion. These combustion products must
then be mixed with dilution air to reduce the temperatures to values
that can be tolerated by the turbine blades. The combustion can be
visualized as a competition between the..conversionprocesses
(vaporization,mixing, ignition, and oxidatidn) and the quenching
that occurs when the reacting mixture is cooled and dilutedby the
dilution air and when the reacting mixture comes in contact with the
.
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relatively cool
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walls of the combustor liner. H the rate of any one
of the conversion processes is substantially less than the rates-of
the others, this one process will govern the over-all rate and hence
will determine the combustion efficiency. The relative rates of the
conversion processes can be expected to change as cotiustor operating
conditions are changed, and thus it may be that entirely different
processes or different corfibinationsof processes will determine the
combustion efficiency at widely different operating conditions.
The theoretical analysis was based on the assumption that the
chemical reaction (the oxidation of the fuel) constitutes an over-
all rate-determining step in the cotiustion. This oxidation probably
occurs by a chain mechanism. It is frequently true, however, that
the kinetics of chain reactions are dependent entirely upon the
kinetics of a single, slowly occurring reaction within the chain.
The analysis was therefore based on the kinetics of a bimolecular
chemical reaction. Additional simplifying assumptions were required
in order to obtain from this analysis the parameter PiTi/Vr pre-
viously derived by empirical methods. The theoretical-analysisis
presented in detail in the appendix, where the symbols used herein are
defined. The final equations resulting from that analysis are as
follows:
N.
1
-<%
in ‘iTi
l-l)b +~=lclo~
~b
‘iTi
-13+%=K11T
(1)
(2)
(3)
where NA and li~ are the concentrations of the two reactants in the
bimolecular chemical reaction; and %5> KG, K1o, and KIl are
constants. Equation (1) appZies for a given combustor operati~ with
a single fuel at a fixed fuel-air ratio for the general case where
NA< NB. Equation (2) should apply for the same conditions of oper-
ation only if the combustion occurs in a zone where
‘A = NB.
Equation (3) is a general statement of either of the preced~ng two
equations.
c
4The arbitrary assumptions on which the
based are as follows:
(1) Some bimolecular chemical reaction
controlling step in co@ustion.
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theoretical analysis is
is the over-all rate-
(2) The temperature T in the reaction zone is constant. This
.
.
assumption r’endersco~tant the important kinetics temu e-E/RT
where E is the energy of activation for the chemical reaction’and
R is the gas constant.
(3) The volume of the reaction zone doesnot change witha
change in operating conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 1 to 14 show values of combustion efficiency ‘qb for
14 different aircraft gas-turbine conibustorsplotted against the
parameter PiTi/Vr in accordancewith equation (3). The parameter
PiT@r is equivalent to a dimensional constant times the parameter
P4‘/wn where Wa is the air mass flow rate. These combustor perform- ~
. a;ce &ta we,reobtained from NACA experimental investigationswith
these combustors. The different combustors are given letter desig-
nations in figures 1 to 14, and most of the combustors are not .
desoribed herein. Several combustors of both the annular and tubu-
lar types are included, and some of these are from current production
engines. The data for figure 1 were taken from reference 1 by reading
values of ~ from the faired curves (fig. 8 of reference 1) at each
of four fuel-air ratios (0.011, 0.013, 0.015, and 0.017). The data
for the other combustors (figs. 2 to 14) were computed from the ori-
ginal test data, using each individual data point. The data of
figures 1 to 14 are therefore for a range of fuel-air ratios.
—
me precision of the data correlaticms for most of the combustors
is not good. Some scatter of the data points is to be expected,
.—
however, inasmuch as it is seldom possible to accurately reproduce
values of ~b in day-to-day operation at the same test conditions.
In repeated check tests at identical operating conditions, values of
qb differing by 4 percent are encountered with most combustors,
and at very severe operating conditions the values of ~ have
been observed to differ as much as 10 percent with many coutbustors.
For the combustor of reference 1, values of qb may differ as much
as 17 percent at identical operating conditions owing to the
.
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tendency of this combustor to follow two different operating curves.
,(See figs. 8(b) and8(c) of reference 1.) It has not been estab-
lished that other conibustorsfollow such dual operating curves, but
it is suspected that some of them do. A correlation of e~erimental
values of ~ that for most combustors gives a maximum scatter of
i2 percent at favorable operating conditions smd*5 percent at
severe operating conditions is therefore as good as can possibly be
achieved. A criterion for a good correlation might be *3-percent.
maximum data scatter at favorable operating conditions and A7-percent
at severe conditions. In view of these considerations, the data
correlations of figures 3 and 4 appear good, inasmuch as only a few
data points exceed the allowable M percent deviation at severe
operating conditions. The data scatter in figures 7 and 8 is so ‘
great, however, that the correlation is of little value.
When the parameter PiTi/Vr is used to correlate couibustor
performance data, a separate curve might be expected for each fuel-
air ratio. Most combustors, however, give a substantially constant
efficiency for a range of fuel-air ratios (this is evtdent in the
curves of fig. 8 of reference 1) and thus the experimental data for
most fuel-air ratios fall on a single mean curve in figures 1 to 14.
At very high and very low fuel-air ratios, the efficiencies are
generally lower than at intermediate fuel-air ratios. The parameter
‘iTifir does not correct for this effect, an~ some of the data
scatter in the figures is due to this phenomenon.
For each of the couibustorsthe curves of figures 1 to 14 have
the same general shape. At high values of the parameter PiTi/Vr,
comhustor performance is quite satisfactory; the couibustioneffi-
ciency is high and is not very sensitive to changes in operating
conditions, as evidenced by the gradual slope of the curves. At
IOW values of piTiflrj however, conibustorperformance is not
satisfactory; the efficiency is low and decreases rapidly as
PiTifir decreases. This characteristic shape of the performance
curves leads to the concept of a critical value of PiTi/Vr,
which separates the satisfactory from the unsatisfactory raWe of
operating conditions. For each combustor the critical value of
PiTi/Vr is arbitrarily selected as the value corresponding to
% = 0.85 op the curves of figures 1 to 14.
.
.
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These oritical values of PiTi/Vr can be used to form a
rating scale that will indicate the relative abilities of dif-
ferent ccmibustorsto perform satisfactorilyat severe (lwpiTifir)
operating conditions. The better combustors will have lower values
of oritical PiTi/Vr. Table I presents such a rating scale with the
14 oombustors listed in order of increasi~ critical piTifir* The
cozibustionefficiency of a gas-turbine engine at altitude can be
hnprovedwithout an attendant increase in engine frontal area by
replacing the combustor with another combustor that is higher on
the rating scale in table 1.
Inspection of figures 1 to 14 shows that for values of ‘iTifir
below the critical (?b<o.*)) the slopes of the cu~es of ~b
against piTi/Vr are in general greater for those cotiustors having
l~er critical values of PiT#lr. This trend mig.htbe e-ec~d;
absolute pressure limits of inflammability exist, and the combustors
of better design merely extend the range of PiTi/Vr for which they
give high tiues of ~ CIOSer to these li~ts.
Equations (1) and (2) are of different form; equation (1) holds
for the general case where
‘A< ‘B> and equation (2) should be valid
only for the special case where
‘A
= NB. Figure 15 shows the data
of figure 3 plotted so as to obtain the straight-line relation
expressed by equation (l); that is, the log of the function
6-? Y
~ (I.- Tb) is plotted against the parameter PiTifir
for two arbitrary values of the ratio RA/NB (NA/NB = 1/2 and 1/4).
The predicted straight-line correlation is obtained with either
value of theoratio NA/NB. Figure 16 shows these same data plotted
in accordance with equation (2). The data do not fall on a straight
line; equation (2.)therefore does not apply and hence the reaction
does not occur in a zone where NA = liB, which is in accord with
probability considerations.
The fact that the straight-line relation predicted by
equation (1) is actually obtained in figure 15 means that equation (1)
is of the proper form and predicts the shape of the experimental
ourves; this lends credence to the theoretical analysis that yielded
equation (l). It is emphasized, nevertheless, that the theoretical
analysis is not of such a nature as to establish definitely chemical-
reaction kinetics as the over-all rate-controllingfactor in the
oonibustion. Several arbitrary assumptions were required in order to
.
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arrive at the parameter PiTi/Vr. It might be possible to derive a
parameter that will correlate the data by means of a theoretical
,analysis entirely different from that presented herein; such a
parameter, to be successful, would have to be quite similar to
PiTi/Vr, and the equations would have to be a form of the second-
order law like those derived herein.
Attempts have been made to correlate combustor performance
data by using parameters derived from each of the assumptions that:
(1) fuel vaporization, (2) mixing bimolecular diffusion, (3)
mixing by turbulent eddy diffusion, and (4) quenching by wall
contact control the over-all rate of combustion. The parameters
based on each of these assumptions gave no correlation whatsoever
of the experimental data. Attempts have also been made (using
empirical methods) to refine the equations presented herein so as
to obtain better correlation of the data; no substantial improve-
ments in the correlations have been achieved, however. It iS
therefore concluded that the data correlations presented herein
are as good as can be readily obtained with the present knowledge
of the combustion process and with presently available performance
data.
IMa that establish the importance of fuel atomization in the
.
combustion process are available, as,for example,reference 2. These
data indicate that vaporization of the fuel may play a rate-
determining role.
.
The differences in fuel atomization resulting
from the use of different injection nozzles may serve primarily to
alter the volume of the conibustionzone, however, and thus such
data do not necessarily invalidate the analysis presented herein.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, .
Cleveland, Ohio.
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APPENDIX
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF TURBINE-ENGINE
COMBUSTION PROCESS
Fuel atomization, dispersion, and vaporization, mixing of the
fuel and primary air, ignition, oxidation of the fuel by a chain
l mechanism, and quenching and dilution by secondary air are important
phases of the co?ibustionprocess in gas-turbine combustors. For
certain ranges of operating conditions it is possible that the oxi-
dation process, or more specifically one step in the oxidation
chain, governs the over-all rate at which combustion proceeds. The
analysis is therefore based on the kinetics of a bimolecular reac-
tion; that is, a reaction involving the collision of two molecules. .
The range of operating conditions for which combustor perfoknce
data satisfy the equations will indicate the range for which chem-
ical kinetics, as applied in this particular analysis, may govern
the over-all combustion rate.
Outline
.
A simplified derivation of
first made. This derivation is
books on reaction kinetics (for
.
of Analysis
the necessary kinetics equation is .
similar to those appearing in text-
example, reference 3). Such sim-
plified derivations involve assumptions and approximations; refer- .
ence 4 presents a rigorous derivation of these equations. The
kinetios equations are then applied to the case of a typical gas “
turbine combustor, and the variables in the equations are replaced
by variables that are measured in combustor investigations. Finally,
performance data obtained with aircraft gas-turbine combustors are
plotted in accordance with the derived equations.
The syaibolsused in the
Aa average cross-sectional
~ maximum cross-sectional
Symbols
analysis are as follows:
area of reaction zone, sq ft
area of combustor flow passage, sq ft
E ener~ of activation for reaction, ft-lb/lb
. .
.,
.
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dw
m
-1
L
n
x
P
R
T
u
Q
a
v
r
x
z
a
%
e
constants
etc.
reaction rate, lb mixture reacting/(sec)(cu ft]
distance from upstream end of reaction zone to plane of
any point within reaction zone, ft
length of reaction zone, ft
-1
number of molecules per cubic foot, cu ft
number of molecules per pound original mixture, lb-1
static pressure, lb/sq ft ahs.
gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(%)
absolute static temperature, ‘R
mean molecular velocity, ft/sec
velocity based on density, mass flow, and average cross-
sectional area of reaction zone, ft/sec
velocity based on combustor-inlet density, total air flaw,
and maximum cross-sectional area of combustor flow
passage, ft/sec
fraction of H reacted at any time 0 or at any location
within combustor
nuuiberof molecular collisions of type involved in reaction,
-1per unit volume per unit time, ft-3sec
probability factmr, fraction of collisions involving suffi-
cient energy for reaction to occur which actually result
in a reaction
combustion efficiency
time, sec
10 NACA RME50F15
.
P density, lb/cu ft -- .,
0 affective molecular diameter, ft
.
P fraction of collisions involving sufficient energy for :
reaction to “occur H
Subscripts:
A reactant A in reaction A+B—C+D
B reactant B in reaction A+B— C+D
i combustor inlet
Simplified Derivation of Kinetics Equations
For the bimolecular reaction
A+B— C+D
in which A is the reactant present in
tion rate is given by the equation
smaller quantity. ‘Thereac-
.,—
(Al)
The probability factor a will be assumed to be constant, which is
. conventional.
A molecular collision of the required type (A+B) occurs when
the distance between the centers of the molecules is (oA+aB)/2.
The average A molecule will therefore sweep out in unit time a
cylindrical space of length u and having an effective cross sec-
tion of (fi/4)(UA~B12. The number of collisions of the average A
molecule with B IUOkCUh)S per Unit tiIIIe will be (fi/4)(0A~B)2
~%”
Each of the other A molecules is also colliding with B molecules;
the total number of A+P collisions per unit time per unit volume
is therefore
u-
w—
.“
.—
.
.
.
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Certain approximations are involved in this derivation, and
when corrections are made for the distribution of molecular veloci-
ties and other factors, the equation becomes
(A2)
By substituting ~~ for u, PNA(l-X) for nA, and
()
‘APNB l-TX for ~,
B
Z=% (aA+c&)2 (R#
()
‘A(HANB)(l-X) 1-%X P2
When & is substituted for p,
(
‘AK3 (~A+~)2 NANB (I-X) 1 -%
z.=
~3/2 ~3/2 (A3)
From the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution law (references 3 and 4),
q . #/~ (A4)
Eq~tio~ (A3) and (A4) ~e substituted in (~) to obtain
dw ( )~(~A+~~)2NB(1-x) 1’-*X p2e-E/m—=
de 3/2 ~3/2
R
(AS)
Now
()I?K3 (OA+&B)2 NB (l-X) 1 -~ X Pe-E/RTdx ldw= B
z=;= R1/2 #2 (A6)
The equations apply
as it passes through the
the value of X for the
to any given sample of the reacting mixture
combustor. The location of the sample and
sample vary with time. At the outlet of
12 NACA RM E50Fl!5
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the reaction zone, X will equal ~ because the particular reac-
tion under consideration is the one governing the over-all process.
Thus,
.
$
x= ~ when 2 =L and O = L/Va (A7) 4
and
X=owhen Z=o and @.o (A8)
It will now be assumed that the temperature in the zone where
the reaction A+B—C+D occurs is substantially constant and inde-
pendent of the combustor operating conditions and the combustion
efficiency. Thus, T is constant. With this simplifying assump-
tion it is possible to separate variables h equation (A6) and
integrate
1
~A
1 -—
‘B
in
Rearranging terms
when 6’. L/va,
1 ‘A ~-—
‘B ~ (aA~B)2NBPe e-E/~
l-x +K4= #/2 T1/2 (A9)
.
and substituting from equation (A?), X = ~b
.
1 ‘A
-~% K3 (~A+~B)2(NB-NA) Lpe-E~
in
~-%+%= ~ &2 #/2
(no)
a
A value of zerowould be obtained for the constant ~ by
substituting the limits in equation (A8), X = O when e = O,
into equation (&lO). This relation is not a true boundarycon-
dition for equation (AIO), however, because at some operating
conditions” X = O when 6 >0. Flame extinction or blow-out
ocours whenever the velocity through the conibustorexceeds a
critical value, which is a function of the pressure, inlet tempera-
ture, and fuel-air ratio in the combustor (reference 1). At
velocities above this critlca~ value the quantity e . L/’ffTa>o
and yet X = O since burning has ceased. The constant ~ is
therefore not equal to zero.
-“
.
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For the special case where the reaction A+B—C+D occurs in
.
a zone where
equation (A6)a,
fi!
A;
Substituting
‘A = NB (stoichiometricfor this particular reaction),
integrates to
x
1 .x+%’
x=
~b when
~ (CJA+~)2NB Pe e-E/~
% ~ ‘“A+o~)2NB u e-E/m
-b+:= ; #/2 #2
a
Application to Typical Gas-Turbine
The foregoing equations are e~ressed in
(All)
(A12)
Combustor
terms of the values
of P, T, and Va ‘in the reaction zone. In experimental investi-
gations these variables are not measured; the values of the combustor
.
i~et variables pi> Ti~ and Vrs are usually dete~ned however.
.
The values of P, T, and Va must therefore be eqressed in terms
of combustor-inlet conditions.
The pressure loss through a gas-turbine conibustoris small com-
pared with the inlet pressure, so the pressure P in the reaction
zone is nearly equal Pi. In order to make some allowance for the
difference between P and Pi> the following substitution is made
P=qPi (A13)
Actually ~ is not a constant? but it canbe treated as such here
by using a mean value for
from unity.
~ because its value never differs greatly
Between the combustor inletand the zonewhere the reaction
A+B--C+D occurs, the temperature bf the mixture will markedly
change owing to the processes of fuel vaporization, chemical reac-
tion (the reactions preceding the particular one being considered
in the analysis), and heat transfer to and from the surroundings.
It has already been assumed that the particular reaction under con-
sideration occurs at a substantially constant temperature so that
T = constant (A14)
14 IOWA RM E50F1.!5
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The valueof Va is given by the relation
where K8 is the fractionof the totalairmass flowthat psses
throughthe reactionzone,and Ej is the arearatio Ar/Aa.
Equation (A13) is substituted in (A15) to obtain
K$9T Vr
va=—
‘7 q
Substitutingequations(A13),(A14),&d (A16)in
equation,
(A16)
1 N; ‘b.— -Efi “ 2(CAWB)2 (NB-NA) e LK7 PiTi
in ~
-%
+% =K3 ——
#/2 ~3/2 %F9 Vr
On the rightside of equation(A17)the tezma are grouped into:
(1) those dependent on fuel type and fuel-air ratio, (2) those .
—
dependent on combustor design, and (3) those dependent only on .
the operatingconditions.Substituting(A13),(A14),and (AL6)
in (A12),
% (OA+-UB)2N3 e-~hT =72 p Tii1-’JI)+K6=K3+/2 ~3/2 — —‘$9 ‘r (A18)
Equation(A17) is the generalsolution, and equation (A18) applies
only if the reaction A+B--C+D oocum in a zone where ~
= NB.
Yor a given combustor operating with a given fuel at a fix% fuel-
air ratio, equation (A17) becomes
(1)
.
.
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For these same conditions, equation (A18)
ls
becomes
~b
—+K6 ‘iTi1-
~b
=Knyy (2)
which is applicable only if the bimolecular reaction happens to occur
in a zone where I?.=&. Either equation canbe expressed.as
follows n D
—
(3)
1.
2.
3.
4.
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McCaffetiy, Richard J.: Effect of Fuels and Fuel-Nozzle Char-
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Figure 9. - CmcIuded. Ewerl.ental dati obtained wI* ~lwstor 1.
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Flouru 10, - Exparlrmtal data obtained with ccmbwstor J. Fuel, AN-F-W.
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Figure 10. - Concluded. Experlmntal data obtained wltb M-
I twtor J. Fu*I, AH-”F-w.
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Figure II. - Exparlmntal data obtained with txdustor !4.
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Figure 12. - Experlmmtal data Obtalnad with camkntar L. Fuel, M-F-53,
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Figure 13. - Exparlmsmtal data obtained with cmbustor U.
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Figure 14. - Experimental data Obtained with cmiwstor H. Fual, AN-F-w,
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Figure 14. - Llmtinued. Experimental data obtainad with tistor N. Fuel, AH-F-32.
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Figure 15.
- Efperlmental data obtai nod with oomtmst.or C plotted in accordance with equation (1).
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Figure 16. - Experimental data obtained with combustor C plotted
in accordance w~th equation (2).
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